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Solving multi-objective problems is an evolving effort, and computer science and other related disciplines have given rise to many powerful deterministic and stochastic techniques for addressing these large-dimensional optimization problems. Evolutionary algorithms are one such generic stochastic approach that has proven to be successful and widely applicable in solving both single-objective and multi-objective problems.
This textbook is a second edition of Evolutionary Algorithms for Solving Multi-Objective Problems, significantly expanded and adapted for the classroom. The various features of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are presented here in an innovative and student-friendly fashion, incorporating state-of-the-art research. The book disseminates the application of evolutionary algorithm techniques to a variety of practical problems, including test suites with associated performance based on a variety of appropriate metrics, as well as serial and parallel algorithm implementations.
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Gradle Effective Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Gradle is the next-generation build automation. Not only does Gradle

	use convention over configuration to provide good defaults, it is also adaptable for

	use in every situation you encounter in daily development. Build logic is described

	with a powerful DSL and empowers developers to create reusable and maintainable

	build...
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Powering Office 2003 with XML (Power Pack Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Find out how to
	Understand XML specification and schemas     
	Set up and complete InfoPathTMÐ’ forms     
	Design new forms from XML data files     
	Debug InfoPath scripts     
	Tackle real-world problems with the help of case studies     

...
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Dreamweaver CC: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Dreamweaver CC is a powerful tool for designing all kinds of websites, from those with simple, static pages to interactive, media-driven sites for desktop, laptop, and mobile devices. But the program still doesn’t include a printed guide to all its amazing capabilities. That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With...
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Word 2013 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	This bestselling guide to Microsoft Word is the first and last word on Word 2013


	It's a whole new Word, so jump right into this book and learn how to make the most of it. Bestselling For Dummies author Dan Gookin puts his usual fun and friendly candor back to work to show you how to navigate the new features of...
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Python 3 Object-Oriented Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the power of Python 3 objects


	About This Book

	
		Stop writing scripts and start architecting programs
	
		Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries
	
		A practical, hands-on tutorial that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python...
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Writing bug-free C code for Windows: a programming style that automatically detects bugs in C codePrentice Hall, 1995
This book describes an alternate class methodology that provides complete data  hiding and fault-tolerant run-time type checking of objects in C programs. With  it, you will produce code that contains fewer bugs. 

The class  methodology helps to prevent bugs by making it easier to write C code. It does  this by eliminating data...
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